
Transit of Hades continues to conjoin the U.S. Conceptional Sun at 13* 
Cancer, from August 2023 – May 14, 2025.

The table above, shows Uranian Hades conjoin U.S. Sun, a rare never having 
occurred before in the U.S. transit, attempting to severely challenge and 
compromise the health and well being the vitality of America’s real purpose. This 
cycle would burden the world as many will experience energetically, a heavy 
oppression attempting to threaten and take down completely what America’s 
original Blueprint represents, from within and without.

Simply adopting an attitude of extreme determination to ride through whatever 
storm is unfolding since last August-October 2023 up through May 2025 even if it 
feels as if treading water, personally nationally and globally, would be the best 
advice for this one, as I have been through it, and it’s hard. Imagine if a country is 
now receiving this rare conjunction, the oppression and determination to dismantle 
and oppress an ideal, a country or person, projecting constantly upon that standard
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or ideal destructivity, threats and damage, in order to stop the highest outpicturing 
of it to be realized.

“Affirmation...I call for the most expedient solutions to be put into place to reverse 
all degeneration of America's true identity and purpose on earth. I AM calling for 
shields and divine intercession and protection around all positive activities within 
this country and the world, Reverse, collapse and seal off in its entirety, the 
negative impact of the Uranian Planet Hades at 12 -14* degrees Cancer, conjoin 
the U.S. Conceptional (1776) Sun at 13* Cancer, and Sirius at 14* Cancer.” *1

*1.  “Sirius is of the nature of Jupiter and Mars. It gives honor, renown, wealth, ardor, faithfulness, devotion, passion and 
resentment, and makes its natives custodians, curators and guardians. It also gives danger of dog bites, and two examples 
of this effect will be found under Procyon. [1]
α Canis Majoris. A binary, white and yellow star. The main star belongs to spectral class A l. It has a companion star, Sirius
‘B,’ a white dwarf star that rotates around the main star every 50 years. This is a dwarf star having 90,000 times the density
of our Sun. Sirius has twice the diameter of our Sun and is 9 light years distant.

The native is ambitious, loves to exercise ‘power,’ and has a grandeur of outlook. Good for business prosperity, custodial 
guardian, honors, wealth, and renown. Native receives favors from superiors and friends. Questionable writings, speeches, 
and statements could bring latent honors. Negatively: Native is subject to problematical actions, accusations, just or unjust.
“

Credit for Sirius excerpt to Leo King astrology - https://astrologyking.com/fixed-star-sirius/

https://astrologyking.com/procyon-star/

